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Fragmenh On Violence and Children 
by TOM WALTON 

John F. Kennedy School, Ely 

The flux of society's values daily leads us to question 
what is accepted, tolerated, or deemed a right. One area of 
co~cern in recent years has been the material presented to 
children by the TV screen and the movies. Questioning of these 
media brought an evaluation of some of their practices. From 
it came a changing of time slots for a portion of the advertis
ing and material presented during some hours of the day by the 
television industry. The movies also made an effort to give 
parents a better concept of what form of movie was being 
offered through a new rating system. Before us now is the moot 
question of what is happening in children's literature. 

With fifteen children, I have explored a very small number 
of books entering our school library and/or entering the home 
through the increasing offerings of paperback books. Our dis
cussion began with a book found in our reading series at the 
end of the guided study of the selection. Not all of the child
ren responded to the questions presented, but earlier question
ing sessions prompted some of the questions now asked as we had 
encountered the violence in the selection. The book was 
Helen Griffith's The Wild Heart (Doubleday & Company, Inc., 
1963). We began our discussion with the author's skill in 
making the incidents seem real - with the author's ability to 
draw the reader in to become a part of the story. Part of the 
children's answers are included in this review. Follow-up 
responses by the teacher or other children have, ·for the most 
part, been deleted. Immediate response was given to the inci
dents in the corral as the gauchos methodically killed the 
horses for their hides, to the horse killing the puma to pro
tect herself and her foal, and on to the point where the horse 
kills a man who has cruelly attempted to break and ride her: 

"I didn't like it where the horses couldn't get 
any grass or water for days; it was like a night
mare." 

"The thing that bugged me about this was that the 
gauchos were treating those horses that way and 
forgot tha1; they should be treated like them (the 
gauchos)." 
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question: 

question: 

l 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

"What bothered me was that every tim~ they talked 
about the blood type of air, it smelled real awful. 
I mean---it sounded real awful." 

"She had a right to do it (kill the man), because 
he was so mean to her." 

"I think this was different. The horse killed the 
puma in fear. The man had no patience. He was so 
eager to ride, he sort of lost his mind. The man, 
she had encountered before and seen how cruel man 
was. Now she had felt his spurs and his whip and 
she did it in her own mind." 

Did the violence bother you? 
"She had to save her life." 
"No, because many of the things that happened had 

a right to happen." 

Would you have read this book if I had not been 
reading it with you? 

"No, when we discussed the book, I got more out of 
it. There were a lot of hard words." 

"I'm not sure. The beginning was kind of boring, 
but as you went on (the children in their own read-
ing) it got more interesting." . 

"I would have if I had run across it because I 
would have wanted to know what was happening." 

We've had other stories that had violence in them. 
Did any of you have books that had things that 
bothered you, or did not bother you? 

"One when the father died ... The child became an 
orphan ... The child became responsible for every
thing." (also) "Bayou Backwater!" (Written by 
Allan W. Eckert; Doubleday & Company, Inc .• 1968). 

Didn't you like this one, and why? 
"Well, sort of. It explained a lot on what ani

mals ate and that stuff, but I didn't like the part 
where the crocodile got the deer." 

"Because the crocodile is mean and the deer is 
pretty and delicate and along comes the big croco-
dile." 

But in our other story, La Bruja stomped the puma. 
What is the difference in the two stories? 

"The deer is like La Bruj a. It doesn't hurt 
animals. It runs free. It couldn't see the croco
dile· and run. You see?" 

Sort of. Something that would destroy another 
living creature? Why not La Bruja and the puma? 
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"The puma,. he can kill other things, but La Bruj a 
eats grass." 

"Well, I can sort of understand the crocodile and 
the deer. It was sort of like the crocodile kills 
and they (the other animals) don't overpopulate. 11 

question: We had another book that came in, that I objected to. 
Can you remember which one? 

''Member of the Gang." (Written by Barbara Rinkoff; 
Crown, 1963T.- --

"They were having rows . 11 

"There was swearing in it. 11 

question: Did this bother you? 
"No. " (group) 
"Well, they are sort of popular words now when you 

get angry." (laughter from the group) 

question: Are swear words nothing? 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

"They are sort of something, but, uh, I've been 
around people who use them and they just do it to 
show their anger. They are a popular way to show 
anger." 

If the swear words did not bother you, what was 
there in the story that did bother you? 

"When they were having a row, one of the guys got 
his ear cut off." 

We have another story where someone loses an ear 
and you do not object to that. Where is it? 

"Savage Sam." (Written by Fred Gipson; Harper & 
Row~-.-

"The Indian. 11 

"Arliss bit it off. 11 

Why is this different? 
"I think the Indian deserved it." 

Any other books? 
''My sister brought one home where the kids take 

bottle caps or can covers and cut each other and I 
didn't like this . 11 

"Last year we read a Hitchcock book about a boy 
and a cocoon .... (relating the story and picking 
out the horror parts)." 

What is the difference? 
"The stories about the can covers, they just did 

it to be mean." 
"The cocoon, oh I think it was just made. up." 
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question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

question: 

La Bruja? Is that made up? 
"Maybe not. It's sort of, but you think that it 

might have happened." 

Bayou Backwater? 
~. they' re real! 11 (group) 

Is this what bothered you about the books? 
"Yes." 

What other books are we going to read that you are 
looking forward to? Our next one is about Thomas 
Jefferson. 

"Oh, Hakkon of Regen's Saga is coming up." 
(Written by Eric Haugaard; Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1963.) 

Why are you waiting for this one? 
(boy gestures with a knife thrust to the chest) 

Is this what you are looking for? Will it be real? 
"No . " (group). 

question: Is it all right' then if it does not seem real? 
"Yes." 

Through the continuing discussion and the subsequent listen
ing sessions with the tape of the class discussion, I find that 
I have several th.oughts centering in my mind. Bayou Backwater 
is a very graphic description of life and death struggles in 
the animal world. The illustrations that accompany the text are 
very interesting, but there are two of the "crocodile" and the 
deer showing the approach to the deer under the water and the 
violent tearing of the deer in the water. Member of the Gang is 
realism at its best as the young boy attempts to find himself 
in this changing society with all of its problems. The physical 
contacts are no doubt a reality and the problems real, but it 
leaves me wondering how capable my children are at recognizing 
the implications, since they find themselves in a similar search 
for self without being able to avoid its problems. Finding 
the Lord's name in print in much the same manner that we find 
so many of our words appearing with new meanings, and uses, is 
a rather difficult use to accept in a child's book - in any 
book, for that matter. 

Beyond the immediate books, I find myself wondering just 
what is the purpose of literature on an elementary level--to 
serve as a model? to raise questions without assistance in 
answering them? to just be realistic? I wonder if we do 
not capitalize on man's curiosity with carelessness at 
times. Are we responsible for our words, be they in print, 
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in illustration, in speech? How much of what our children 
read is related to what they see on TV, and is it then an 
isolated incident or an overall picture of what our world 
really is? 

Do the book reviews from various sources and the cards 
in the. card catalogue give explicit warning of the vehicle 
or message carried in some ·books? Are the reviews availabl 
to all teachers in a systim, to parents when paperbacks aree 
p~rcha~ed? Federal funds to increase buying power for 
l1brar1e~, new authors, improved methods of illustrating, 
paperback books--all combine to bring more and more books 
before us. Who reviews all of these books? 

. Does exp?sure to violence again and again finally leave 
me 1mi:iune to 1t so long as it does not physicallf touch me? 
In th1~ flux of changing values, is there a line at which 
there 1s a place to stop? Who will do it? 

• 
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Problems, Problems 
by JOHN STREED 

Minnetonka High School 

The title I have chosen is useful for more than just 
rhetorical emphasis. "Problems, Problems" means lots of 
problems, all right. But it also is meant to suggest that there 
are two categories of problems. I call them "inner" and "outer" 
problems, problems that have to do with the choices I as teacher 
confront. And it does seem, to be sure, more and more, a con
frontation. Yet there is something else about the title, acer
tain tone, a hint that things can't be quite all that bad . 

As a preface to this consideration of problems facing the 
teacher of iiterature, I had better propose the definition of 
literature from which my comments arise. Literature, I suggest, 
is twofold: it is the analysis of the way things are and the 
affirmation of the way things ought to be. The second part of 
that definition lifts literature from the purely physical world-
the definition goes beyond sc.ience--and sets literature squarely 
in the moral universe. Further, literature tends to deal artis
tically not just with human experience but with humane experience. 
It follows, then, that the teacher of literature is or should be 
engaged in the process of literature, that is, in analysis and 
affirmation. In so doing, the teacher of literature deals with 
the content of literature, which is chiefly the record of humane 
experience, the accumulating wisdom of mankind. There are 
problems from the very beginning. 

Consider, first, the teacher's role in analysis and affir
mation. Should I push one view, or should I be an impartial 
critic? Should I, in other words, give a course in what I think 
and how I react to a particular bit of literature? Or should I 
keep my own views out of sight? The standard answer is easy. I'm 
a teacher, not a preacher. My job is to present the content in 
as plain a manner as possible. I open doors. I make introduc
tions. I conduct tours. But I do not exhort or persuade. I 
am objective and impartial. My students read a book; they are 
to get the author's philosophy, not m1ne, for· a literature course 
should not be the philosophic testament of the teacher. For 
example, perhaps I do believe in the doctrine of human progress. 
My students should never discover that as we read Lord of the 
Flies together. Perhaps I am an atheist. They should never 
suspect that from the way I teach certain passages in Dr. Faustus. 
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